96 ford explorer instrument cluster

We've checked every fuse and all are fine. Then from there removed the entire cluster and
removed and replaced all the bulbs, there were seven of them. At which point placed the cluster
back in place, and checked to see if the lights were working. They were not. Is there something
else that can be playing a role, as in a relay? The smaller lights in the cluster are working. The
warning lights all come on, but not the lights that illuminate the entire dash. Which makes it a
pain in driving at night. Any ideas? Just checked the dome light. It's working! Tho the dimmer
wheel does feel very ' free wheeling '. Turned our compressor on and blew it out. Still not
working. Any other ideas? I would think that since you have eliminated all of the above that
quite possibly it's the switch itself. But then again that would be the head light switch, I know
that on those explorers they like my f have a dimmer switch, it's the little wheel that you scroll
up to the point where it clicks, and upon hearing that click is when the dome light comes on. In
my truck that dimmer also dims and raises the lighting within my dash. Is your dome working?
If it is, well, then that's more than likely not the problem. I think at this point maybe you might
need to replace the entire cluster. I usually order my parts through ' carpartswholesale. A week
prior I had ordered a tail lamp assembly that came in a medium sized box, and the shipping was
as expected. Very reasonable! But with these two very small door handles that cost eleven
dollars they had tried to charge forty two dollars. I then nixed the offer, the guy said to wait,
then came back on the phone and charged accordingly. If I hadn't spoken up it would have cost
us double. But the parts are reliable and the prices are very reasonable. Good luck. Trending
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Asked by Wiki User. Disconnect negative battery cableTilt the steering wheel to its lowest
position and remove the instrument cluster bezelRemove the instrument cluster retaining
screwsPull the instrument cluster out,unplug the electrical connectors from the backside and
the shift indicator from the bottom automatic trans models then remove the cluster from the
instrument panel. On the back of instrument cluster are the bulbs just turn them half a turn and
they come right out. Begin by removing the instrument panel cover. The instrument cluster will
be held in place with for retaining screws. Remove the retaining screws and the instrument
cluster will come out. It is not difficult. First you have to remove the 12vot cigarette lighter
plastic and then remove the radio. Then you have to remove the panel that goes from the radio
up to the instrument cluster. This panel has 4 screws. You'll need to remove the instrument
cluster. Then you need to pry out the headlight switch, undo some screws that hold the upper
dash trim panel, and remove it. This will give access to the four screws that hold the cluster in.
Carefully reach behind and undo the two plugs into the rear of the cluster. Remove the cluster
and put it down carefully on a clean towel. The bulbs are mounted in twist-to-remove sockets
which you can only access from the back of the cluster. Disconnect the negative battery cable.
Apply the parking brake and block the rear wheels. Turn the ignition switch to the OFF position.
Shift the gearshift lever to the 1position. Position the steering wheel in the full-down position.
Remove the two instrument cluster bezel screws. Separate the instrument cluster bezel from the
instrument panel enough to gain access to the electrical connectors. Remove the four

instrument cluster screws and separate the instrument cluster from the instrument panel.
Position the cluster to gain access to the gearshift indicator. Remove the gearshift indicator
from the cluster. Disconnect the electrical connectors from the instrument cluster and remove
the cluster. The installation is the reverse of removal. Remove the instrument panel cover.
Remove the instrument panel retaining screws. Remove the wiring harness from the gauges.
The instrument panel will come out. Remove the 2 screws at the top of the instrument cluster
bezel or dress front cover , carefully pry out with a small screwdriver and set aside. Remove the
4 screws that hold the instrument cluster to the inner dash and pull out. Turn instrument cluster
over to access the bulbs for removal and replacement. Twist the bulb retainer to remove.
Removal and Installation Remove the instrument cluster finish panel. Remove the lower
steering column cover. Remove the lower steering column cover retaining bolts. Position the
parking brake release aside and remove the lower steering column cover. Remove the retaining
bolts and remove the lower steering column reinforcement. Position the transmission range
indicator cable out of the way. Disconnect the cable. Remove the retaining screw and position
the cable aside. Remove the instrument cluster screws and position the instrument cluster
aside. Disconnect the electrical connecters and remove the instrument cluster. To install,
reverse the removal procedure. It is behind the instrument panel - you must remove the steering
wheel, then the instrument cluster to get to it. Are you asking about the trim panel above the
glove box or the trim panel in front of the radio or the trim panel around the instrument cluster?
Ask again telling us which panel you wish to remove. Prizms without tilt wheels are infinitely
more difficult because you have to disable the airbag system and remove the trim covers from
the steering wheel. Important: The ignition switch must be in the OFF position when removing
the instrument cluster assembly. Tilt the steering column down in order to gain the necessary
clearance to remove the instrument panel cluster trim plate. Remove the two screws that secure
the instrument panel cluster trim plate. Disengage the two lower clips hidden 4. Gently remove
the instrument panel cluster trim plate from the instrument panel assembly. Remove the three
screws which secure the instrument panel assembly, pull out the assembly carefully. Mark the
the 4 electrical connectors where they connect to the cluster assembly so that you remember
which connector went to which socket 7. Disconnect the 4 electrical connectors from the cluster
assembly 8. Remove the instrument cluster assembly 9. Remove the instrument cluster retainer
with the instrument cluster lens attached from the instrument cluster case by releasing the 8
locking tabs. Remove the cluster bulb socket from the instrument cluster case by turning in a
counterclockwise direction. Remove the old bulb from the socket and replace the bulb. Reverse
the procedure to reassemble NOTE: This is such a convoluted procedure you should replace all
bulbs while you are this deep into it. Trust me, the other bulbs will soon go bad. Incredibly, the
shop manual does not list the part number of the bulb. Note 2: It is easier, and you are less
likely to break the trim plate, if this is done while the dash is warm and therfore more flexible.
Like parked in the sun for a while before starting. Also, the bulb is a , and you will want to get
green colored "instrument bulb boots". You hav to remove the inst. Remove the cluster opening
trim panel. On vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission, remove the loop on the
indicator cable assembly from the retainer pin. Remove the thumbwheel bracket screw from the
cable bracket and slide the bracket out of the slot in the steering column tube. Remove the
instrumental cluster retaining bolts. Pull the instrumental cluster out of the instrument panel.
Detach the electrical connectors. Remove the instrument cluster. To install; 8. The installation is
the reverse of the removal. Connect the battery cable, and check the operation of all gauges,
lights and signals. Sometimes they are very hard to turn. Don't be afraid to turn them. Try to
reach up from underneath but if you dont have room or cant reach it then remove the trim
around the instrument cluster and heater all one piece unscrew instrment cluster and carefully
remove the cluster the lights are in sockets that are removed from the back. Remove the left end
cover by pulling outward. Tilt steering column down to lowest position. Remove 4 instrument
cluster hood mounting screws. Three screws are located behind the center bezel and one screw
is located at the left end of the hood. Pull on hood to disengage hood and remove instrument
cluster hood. Pull instrument cluster rearward to disengage 8 clips and disconnect wiring
connectors from panel. Remove instrument cluster. Behind the fuse panel. You have to remove
the fuse panel located in the drivers side kick panel and mounted on the back side of the fuse
panel are a cluster of relays. One is for the Horn. Disconnect the negative bat. Remove the hood
release cable. Remove the retaining screws and detatch the left and right lower dash panels.
Remove the glove compartment and ashtray. Remove the heater control assembly. Remove the
center console. Remove the steering column U bracket and lower the column and support it.
Remove the defroster grille and the defroster ducts at each end of the instrument panel.
Remove the upper and lower panel bolts at each end. Remove the panel frame from the floor
bolts in the center. Remove the mounting bolts that attatch the instrument panel to the cowl at

the base of the windshield. Pull the instrument panel back and disconnect all electrical fittings.
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